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When using standard flash mode, the burst of flash is unable to illuminate the entire scene. Instead
it simply illuminates the part of the scene that is open to the “gap” in the shutter. Look to your flash
manual to see if your flash has High Speed Flash capabilities.
The flash guide number tells  you -  in  a  general  sense -  how powerful  the flash is  and hence,  how
much of an area it can illuminate. Put another way: If your goal is to take intimate portraits in a
small room, you don't need flashes with huge guide numbers; If it's your intention to photograph the
interior of cathedrals, then you do
Camera groups and available flash modes In this manual, Nikon SLR cameras are divided into nine
groups: cameras compatible with CLS*, digital  SLRs not compatible with CLS*, and cameras in
Groups I to VII unless otherwise noted. First, consult the camera group table to see which group your
camera belongs to. Then as you read the manual, you will
Page 1 Autofocus Speedlight SB-800 A collection of example photos Enter the exciting world of
Nikon's Creative Lighting System with the SB-800. Page numbers in parentheses refer you to expla-
nations  in  the  main  instruction  manual.  Page  2  A  wealth  of  advanced  flash-shooting  techniques
await  you  with  the  SB-800.  Take  life-like  portraits.
Nikon Flash Guide
The Nikon SB-5000 is the most current top-of-the-line speedlight in Nikon’s arsenal of flash units. It
is the first Nikon speedlight to utilize radio frequency instead of infrared for flash operation, making
the SB-5000 a versatile flash that can be used in daylight conditions without any interference.
The main feature of the Nikon CLS system is the ability to use TTL metering with the remote flash.
This  is  called i-TTL balanced fill  flash.  The Speedlight  sends out  pre-flashes before the main flash,
which are then picked up by the flash units TTL flash sensor.
Nikon Flash Guide: The Definitive Speedlight Reference [Thom Hogan] on Amazon.com. *FREE* ship-
ping on qualifying offers.  Take the mystery out of  the sophisticated Nikon flash system! Photogra-
phers--if you feel you're missing out on the benefits of flash photography because you just don't un-
derstand the Nikon equipment completely or fully grasp how to use it
Optimized for use with Nikon's Creative Lighting System (CLS), the SB-700 Speedlight is equipped
with Nikon’s precision i-TTL (Intelligent Through-The-Lens) flash control to deliver precise flash expo-
sures and seamless fill-flash performance—even in challenging lighting situations.
Find  helpful  customer  reviews and review ratings  for  Nikon Flash  Guide:  The Definitive  Speedlight
Reference at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
Guide  to  Nikon  TTL  Flashes  Photography  is  about  creating  images  with  light.  For  indoor,  night,  fill
light, or certain special effects, using electronic flashes to generate light becomes an important com-
ponent in modern photography.
Guide  Number:  Approx.  12/39,  13/43  with  manual  flash  (m/ft,  ISO  100,  20  °C/68  °F)  For  manual
flash, this says GN is 13 / 43 (meters / feet). This is at full manual power, but a menu turns the flash
power down as necessary, which lowers the guide number. The addition of temperature puzzles me,
perhaps that's for the battery.
Nikon Flash Guide: The Definitive Speedlight Reference Author : Thom Hogan. Take the mystery out
of the sophisticated Nikon flash system! Photographers--if you feel youre missing out on the benefits
of  flash  photography  because  you  just  dont  understand  the  Nikon  equipment  completely  or  fully
grasp how to use it, heres detail-by-detail coverage of every aspect of flash technology with no ...
The spec for the Nikon SB-910 speedlight  is given as: Guide number of 34/111.5 (at ISO 100, m/ft.,
35-mm zoom head position, in FX format, standard illumination pattern) for high flash output volume
This means that our GN (in feet), is 111.5
NEW: Nikon D700 User's Guide for iPhone and iPod. 12 December 2009 . Want free live phone sup-
port? In the USA, call (800) NIKON-UX, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. e1 - e7: Bracketing/flash .
How to Get Here . Press MENU, go to the left and select up and down to the pencil icon. You'll then
see CUSTOM SETTING MENU on the color LCD. Click down ...
We spent many hours on research to finding ring flash nikon wireless, reading product features, prod-
uct specifications for this guide. For those of you who wish
Nikon Flash GuideNikon Flash Guide: The Definitive Speedlight Reference [Thom Hogan] on Amazon.-
com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Take the mystery out of the sophisticated Nikon flash sys-
tem! Photographers--if you feel you're missing out on the benefits of flash photography because you
just don't understand the Nikon equipment completely or fully grasp how to use itNikon Flash Guide:
The  Definitive  Speedlight  Reference  ...Nikon's  current  digital  camera  flash  system,  i-TTL,  is  very
good. It's in the D2X, D200, D70, and D50. There are only two gotchas: 1.)Nikon Flash Guide - Ken-
Rockwell.comFind helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Nikon Flash Guide: The Definitive
Speedlight Reference at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.A-
mazon.com: Customer reviews: Nikon Flash Guide: The ...Guide to Nikon TTL Flashes Photography is
about creating images with light. For indoor, night, fill light, or certain special effects, using electron-
ic  flashes  to  generate  light  becomes  an  important  component  in  modern  photography.Guide  to
Nikon TTL Flashes - Photo.net - ArticlesOptimized for use with Nikon's Creative Lighting System (CL-
S), the SB-700 Speedlight is equipped with Nikon’s precision i-TTL (Intelligent Through-The-Lens)
flash control to deliver precise flash exposures and seamless fill-flash performance—even in challeng-
ing lighting situations.SB-700 AF Speedlight from NikonNikon Flash Guide: The Definitive Speedlight
Reference Author : Thom Hogan. Take the mystery out of the sophisticated Nikon flash system! Pho-

tographers--if you feel youre missing out on the benefits of flash photography because you just dont
understand the Nikon equipment completely or fully grasp how to use it, heres detail-by-detail cover-
age of every aspect of flash technology with no ...Download Ebook Nikon Flash Guide: The Definitive
...The Nikon SB-5000 is the most current top-of-the-line speedlight in Nikon’s arsenal of flash units. It
is the first Nikon speedlight to utilize radio frequency instead of infrared for flash operation, making
the SB-5000 a versatile flash that can be used in daylight conditions without any interference.Nikon
Flash Comparison - Photography LifeThe main feature of the Nikon CLS system is the ability to use
TTL metering with the remote flash. This is called i-TTL balanced fill flash. The Speedlight sends out
pre-flashes before the main flash, which are then picked up by the flash units TTL flash sensor.Begin-
ner's Guide to Nikon Creative Lighting SystemThe spec for the Nikon SB-910 speedlight  is given as:
Guide number of 34/111.5 (at ISO 100, m/ft., 35-mm zoom head position, in FX format, standard illu-
mination  pattern)  for  high  flash  output  volume This  means  that  our  GN (in  feet),  is  111.5Tutorial:
How to use the guide number of your flashIntroducing Nikon's new flagship Speedlight, a flash de-
signed to empower the most seasoned professionals and passionate enthusiasts. The SB-5000 AF
Speedlight takes Nikon's acclaimed Creative Lighting System with Advanced Wireless Lighting to the
next  level  with  both  traditional  optical  wireless  control  and  powerful  new radio  control.Nikon
SB-5000 | Radio Controlled Flash | Speedlight Flash ...Instruction manual; Nikon SB-600 Instruction
Manual . Autofocus speedlight. ... of the remote flash unit to 3 and set the group of the remote flash
unit to Group A when performing wireless multiple flash using the Nikon D70's built-in flash as a mas-
ter  flash  unit  (Commander  Mode).  If  you  do  not  follow  this  procedure,  the  SB-600  does  not
fire.NIKON SB-600 INSTRUCTION MANUAL Pdf Download.Page 1 Autofocus Speedlight SB-800 A col-
lection of example photos Enter the exciting world of Nikon's Creative Lighting System with the
SB-800. Page numbers in parentheses refer you to explanations in the main instruction manual.
Page 2 A wealth of advanced flash-shooting techniques await you with the SB-800. Take life-like por-
traits.NIKON SB-800 INSTRUCTION MANUAL Pdf Download.The flash guide number tells you - in a gen-
eral sense - how powerful the flash is and hence, how much of an area it can illuminate. Put another
way: If your goal is to take intimate portraits in a small room, you don't need flashes with huge guide
numbers; If it's your intention to photograph the interior of cathedrals, then you doFlash Guide Num-
ber - The Digital SLR GuideWhen using standard flash mode, the burst of flash is unable to illuminate
the entire scene. Instead it simply illuminates the part of the scene that is open to the “gap” in the
shutter. Look to your flash manual to see if your flash has High Speed Flash capabilities.Using Your
Flash  in  Manual  Mode |  B&H ExploraGuide Number:  Approx.  12/39,  13/43 with  manual  flash (m/ft,
ISO 100, 20 °C/68 °F) For manual flash, this says GN is 13 / 43 (meters / feet). This is at full manual
power, but a menu turns the flash power down as necessary, which lowers the guide number. The ad-
dition of temperature puzzles me, perhaps that's for the battery.Understanding Camera Flash Guide
Numbers, plus GN CalculatorNEW: Nikon D700 User's Guide for iPhone and iPod. 12 December 2009
. Want free live phone support? In the USA, call (800) NIKON-UX, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. e1
- e7: Bracketing/flash . How to Get Here . Press MENU, go to the left and select up and down to the
pencil icon. You'll then see CUSTOM SETTING MENU on the color LCD. Click down ...Nikon D700 Cus-
tom Menu: Bracketing/flashThe look of a photograph is affected by a variety of factors, including ex-
posure, shutter speed, aperture, ISO sensitivity, autofocus, white balance, metering, lens, and flash.
This guide gives beginners a grasp of the basics with easy-to-understand explanations of the fea-
tures and design of digital single-lens reflex cameras.Nikon | Imaging Products | DSLR Camera Basics
| Flash ModeThe SB-910 is a high-performance Speedlight compatible with Nikon Creative Lighting
System (CLS) with a guide number of 34/48 (ISO 100/200, m) (111.5/157.5, ft) (at the 35 mm zoom
head position in Nikon FX format with standard illumination pattern, 20 °C/68 °F).User’s Manual - cd-
n-10.nikon-cdn.comCamera groups and available flash modes In this manual, Nikon SLR cameras are
divided into nine groups: cameras compatible with CLS*, digital SLRs not compatible with CLS*, and
cameras in Groups I to VII unless otherwise noted. First, consult the camera group table to see which
group your camera belongs to. Then as you read the manual, you willAutofocus Speedlight SB-600 -
cdn-10.nikon-cdn.comWe spent many hours on research to finding ring flash nikon wireless, reading
product features, product specifications for this guide. For those of you who wish
Introducing Nikon's new flagship Speedlight, a flash designed to empower the most seasoned profes-
sionals and passionate enthusiasts. The SB-5000 AF Speedlight takes Nikon's acclaimed Creative
Lighting System with Advanced Wireless Lighting to the next level with both traditional optical wire-
less control and powerful new radio control.
Nikon's current digital camera flash system, i-TTL, is very good. It's in the D2X, D200, D70, and D50.
There are only two gotchas: 1.)
The SB-910 is a high-performance Speedlight compatible with Nikon Creative Lighting System (CLS)
with a guide number of 34/48 (ISO 100/200, m) (111.5/157.5, ft) (at the 35 mm zoom head position
in Nikon FX format with standard illumination pattern, 20 °C/68 °F).
The look of a photograph is affected by a variety of factors, including exposure, shutter speed, aper-
ture, ISO sensitivity, autofocus, white balance, metering, lens, and flash. This guide gives beginners
a grasp of the basics with easy-to-understand explanations of the features and design of digital sin-
gle-lens reflex cameras.
Instruction manual;  Nikon SB-600 Instruction Manual .  Autofocus speedlight.  ...  of the remote flash
unit to 3 and set the group of the remote flash unit to Group A when performing wireless multiple
flash using the Nikon D70's built-in flash as a master flash unit (Commander Mode). If you do not fol-
low this procedure, the SB-600 does not fire.


